Northfield Track Announcer Ayers Ratliff’s free handicapping tips are provided with every Northfield live program purchased! Due to our draw schedule, picks are made in advance and do not account for scratches or late driver changes.

Tuesday Evening, December 13

Race 1: 1- Watt A Hardt – Draws the inside advantage and could use that advantage to be successful in here to start the Daily Double. 2- Warrawee Whynot – Finished second in his most recent qualifier and looks to be right there in his first start back if he minds his manners. 8- Dance Life Well – Has the ability to make this ticket despite starting from the far outside. 7- Mister Marvalous – Drops in class and looks to be a contender at this level of competition despite the poor post draw.

Race 2: 1- Thats A Bad Boy – Just missed in his most recent effort; could score this time around from the rail to start this Pick 4. 2- Chasin’ Dreams – Made the ticket in two of his last three races and looks to be right there again tonight. 4- Slated To Win – Finished second last time out and looks to be right there again.

Race 3: 3- Southern Winds – Was the runner-up in his most recent effort; could step-up and cross the wire a winner this time around. 1- Lancaster Park – Looks to have a big shot in here from the rail. 5- Wisk Key K – Could make this ticket in his return local effort despite a less than stellar Northfield debut. 8- MG Kid – Has the ability to grab a piece of the action despite starting from the far outside.

Race 4: 7- Sheswildnfree – Draws into a race where several could win; this one receives a slight call over several others to trot home a winner. 5- Feel The Force – Another that looks to have a big shot in here. 9- Lady Eagle – Made the ticket in her most recent effort and looks to be right there again tonight from the second tier. 2- Gonnawishonastar – Draws well and has as good of a shot as any in here to complete this Superfecta.

Race 5: 5- Daenerys Dream – Just missed and was a beaten favorite last time out; could prevail for his backers this time around. 8- Bazooka Hanover – Has the ability to be prominently placed on this ticket despite starting from the far outside. 2- J C Onthebeach – Posted a win in his most recent effort and could be right there again tonight despite moving up in class. 6- Union Station – Should not be overlooked as a solid contender in here.

Race 6: 3- Oren – Was an impressive winner in his most recent effort and looks to roll home on top again tonight to start this Pick 5. 1- Poof Daddy – Finished second last time out and looks to be a major contender against tonight from the rail. 6- Bombay Bobby – Has the ability to add value to this ticket.

Race 7: 1- Fancy Expressions – Has two wins in a row and could trot home a winner again tonight to garner a three-peat. 9- Hannahs The One – Could do well in here at decent odds from the second tier in her return local effort. 6- Long Ranger – Has the ability to make this ticket if he minds his manners. 4- Watch My Brass – Has as good of a shot as any in here to complete this Superfecta.

Race 8: 1- Ranger Alert – Made the ticket as a beaten favorite last time out; could strike tonight from the rail to begin this 50¢ (non-jackpot) Pick 6. 5- FG’s Mondu Packrat – Looks to be a legitimate contender upon traveling here to Northfield. 7- P-Drive Hanover – Could add value to this ticket despite the poor post draw. 4- Brady To Gronk – Should not be overlooked as a solid contender in here.

Race 9: 2- Sweet Honey – Draws into a race where several could win; this one receives a slight call over several in here to cross the wire a winner. 1- Compass Rose DC – Looks to have a big shot in here from the rail. 9- My Cousin Eileen – Starts from the second tier and is one of several in here that looks to be a major contender. 5- Reformed Renegade – Yet another that looks to be a major contender in this evenly-matched field.

Race 10: 4- Island Jet – Was an impressive winner in his most recent effort and looks to roll home on top again tonight to start this Pick 4. 6- Billy Lincoln N – Made the ticket in all three of his most recent races and looks to be right there again tonight. 1- Pondas Prospect – Looks to be able to make this ticket from the rail.

Race 11: 3- Taylored Well – Just missed last a beaten favorite last time out; looks to prevail for his backers this time around. 7- Incredible Freddie – Should be fresh off a layoff and could de well right out of the box despite the poor post draw. 8- Sea Mar Go – Another “outsider” that could do well in here in her first start off a layoff. 6- Snow Burn – Should not be overlooked as a solid contender in here.

Race 12: 5- Alan – Was the runner-up in his most recent effort; could step-up and lead the ticket this time around to lead off the Late Double. 9- Never Say Uncle – Crossed the wire a winner last time out and looks to be right there again tonight. 1- Fomor – Finished third last start and looks to be right there again tonight from the rail. 6- Ghetto Boy – Could add value to the exotics if he minds his manners.

Race 13: 9- The Git Up – Posted a win in his most recent effort and looks to roll home again tonight to capture this finale. 2- Bigday Bombay – Has raced well since arriving here in Northfield and that trend looks to continue with another solid effort tonight. 6- Lucks Desire – One of several in here that could make this ticket. 1- Tellitlikitissnow – Look to be a solid contender in here from the rail. 3- Louie Osborne – Has the ability to garner a minor share of this 20¢ Super High Five.